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Following earlier three-dimensional~3D! calculations, we present results of four-dimensional~4D!
calculations on dissociative and diffractive scattering of H2 from Pt~111! by extending the 3D model
with a second degree of freedom parallel to the surface. A 4D potential energy surface~PES! is
constructed by interpolating four 2D PESs obtained from density-functional theory calculations
using the generalized gradient approximation and a slab representation of the metal surface. The 4D
calculations show that out-of-plane diffraction is much more efficient than in-plane diffraction,
providing a partial explanation for the paradox that diffraction experiments measure little in-plane
diffraction, whereas experiments on reaction suggest the surface to be corrugated. Calculations for
off-normal incidence ofv50 H2 show that, in agreement with experiment, initial parallel
momentum inhibits dissociation at low normal translational energies, and enhances reaction for
higher energies. Our 4D calculations also show that the reaction of initialv51 H2 is vibrationally
enhanced with respect tov50 H2, as was found in the 3D model, even though H21Pt(111) is an









































Scattering of H2 from Pt~111! is of interest for severa
reasons~see Ref. 1 and references therein!. For instance, in
hydrogenation reactions Pt serves as a catalyst, providin
efficient environment for reactions involving H atoms a
sorbed on the surface.2–4 An issue which has received muc
attention for Pt~111! is how important defect sites are for th
dissociation of H2 .
2–9 Furthermore, the effect that alloyin
the surface with an unreactive metal~Sn! has on the disso
ciation of H2 has also been investigated for Pt~111!.
10
The most relevant aspect of the H21Pt(111) system to
the present study is a controversy regarding how corrug
the surface looks to H2 . Luntz et al.
11 concluded from their
results on reaction of D2 on Pt~111! that the potential must be
rather corrugated, since their data showed that initial para
momentum had a large effect on the reaction probability,
normal energy scaling was not obeyed. On the other ha
Cowin et al.,12 when looking at rotationally inelastic scatte
ing of HD from Pt~111!, found very little diffraction, sug-
gesting that the potential must be rather flat.
This controversy was also addressed in a previous pa1
on H21Pt(111) where results of two-dimensional~2D! and
three-dimensional~3D! calculations were presented. In th
3D calculations a model was employed in which the mole
lar degrees of freedom were the center-of-mass distanc
the surfaceZ, the internuclear distancer, and one transla-
tional degree of freedom parallel to the surfacex. The results
showed that the reaction of H2 on Pt~111! is vibrationally
a!Electronic mail: g.j.kroes@chem.leidenuniv.nl9430021-9606/2002/116(21)/9435/14/$19.00








enhanced. This was unexpected since all barriers to disso
tion are early, implying that vibrational energy cannot ha
been released through an increase of the reduced ma13
which is a well-known effect by which the reaction is e
hanced for late barriers.14 Our analysis showed that the forc
constant associated with the vibration in the entrance cha
decreased as the molecule approached the barrier. The v
tional energy that is hereby released goes partly into tran
tion alongZ, thereby enhancing reaction. A similar mech
nism had previously been found for H21Pd(100).
15
We also found that normal energy scaling was n
obeyed, in agreement with experiment.11 On the other hand,
our calculations showed substantial diffraction, in disagr
ment with experiment.12
In the present paper we extend the 3D model to a fo
dimensional~4D! model by including a second translation
degree of freedom,y, for motion parallel to the surface. In
our 4D model, the molecule is always oriented parallel to
surface but its azimuthal orientation depends on the sur
site over which it dissociates. Questions that we will addr
are whether the previous results of the 3D calculations
hold. It is expected that vibrational enhancement will also
found in the 4D calculations, and that the reaction will n
scale with the normal energy. These predictions are mad
the basis that in the 4D calculations no new surface sites
present that were not present in the 3D calculations. Ho
ever, as stated before, we expect that diffraction will be l
efficient due to the smaller surface lattice constant in the
model.1 In the 3D model the surface lattice constantL was
equal to the separation of the two top sites that are furth
apart in the diamond shaped surface unit cell~9.08 bohr!. In5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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Downthe 4D model the correct surface lattice constant is us
given by the smallest distance between two top sites in
~111! face of Pt~5.24 bohr!. Since momentum parallel to th
surface can only change by discrete amounts ofDK
52p/(L sing), with g560° for the ~111! surface, and the
associated energy changes are proportional to (DK)2, the use
of a too large lattice constant~and ignoring the factor sing!
is expected to lead to too efficient diffraction in the 3
model.
We will present results for normal and off-normal inc
dence, and look at the effect of corrugation on diffraction a
dissociation. All degrees of freedom in the 4D model a
treated quantum mechanically. The calculations are
formed using the time-dependent wave packet~TDWP!
method.16 We use a 4D potential energy surface~PES! that
was obtained from an interpolation of four 2D PESs. Ea
2D PES is, in turn, a spline interpolation of potential poin
calculated with density-functional theory~DFT!, employing
the generalized gradient approximation~GGA!17,18and using
a slab representation of the surface.19
This paper is organized as follows. Because the w
packet method and propagation method used are extens
described in Ref. 1, Sec. II will mostly focus on how the
methods are extended to a skewed surface unit cell. A
discussed in Sec. II is the construction of the 4D PES. In S
III results of 4D calculations are presented. In Sec. II
reaction for normal incidence is discussed. Results of re
tion and diffraction for off-normal incidence are presented
Secs. III B and III C, respectively. The comparison with e
periment is discussed in Sec. III D for reaction and in S
III E for diffraction, followed by conclusions in Sec. IV.
II. THEORY
A. Dynamical model
The H21Pt(111) system is treated within a fou
dimensional~4D! model. The four degrees of freedom a
indicated in Fig. 1. They are the center-of-mass distanc
the surfaceZ, the H–H internuclear distancer, and two
translational degrees of freedom for motion parallel to
surfacex and y. The lateral coordinatesx and y are nonor-
thogonal, or skewed coordinates, meaning that the unit v
tors associated with these coordinates are nonorthogona
FIG. 1. Shown is the coordinate system of H2 with respect to a fixed Pt~111!
surface. The encircled coordinates represent the degrees of freedom t
in the present 4D calculations. The inset shows the nonorthogonalx andy
















As usual, two approximations are made.20,21 First, the
Born–Oppenheimer approximation is made to decouple
motion of the electrons from the nuclear motion, restricti
the reaction to take place on the ground-state PES only
this way, electron–hole pair excitations are neglected. S
ond, the Pt atoms are fixed to their equilibrium position
the lattice, making energy exchange with the surface thro
phonons impossible.
The Hamiltonian for the nuclear motion of the syste














3F ]2]x222 cosg ]]x ]]y 1 ]]y2G1V4D~Z,r ,x,y!, ~1!
where atomic units have been used. The massesM andm are
the total mass and reduced mass of H2 , respectively, andg is
the angle between thex andy axes as indicated in Fig. 1. Fo
the ~111! face of Pt,g560°. The 4D interaction potential is
represented byV4D . It is an interpolation of four 2D PESs
obtained from density functional theory calculations~see
Sec. II C!.
Reaction probabilities and scattering probabilities a
calculated using a time-dependent wave packet~TDWP!
method,16 as discussed in more detail in Ref. 1 for the 3
model. The 4D model is a simple extension of this. Briefly
Gaussian wave packet24 that is initially located far from the
surface is propagated in time according to the tim
dependent Schro¨dinger equation. It collides with the surfac
where a part reacts and a part reflects. The reflected pa
analyzed at a valueZ` where the interaction with the surfac
is negligible, to obtain probabilities for vibrationally elast
and vibrationally inelastic diffraction. The reaction probab
ity for a total collision energyEi is then determined by com
puting the total reflection probability forEi by summing the
scattering probabilities and subtracting the sum from 1. T
part of the wave packet that is reflected is absorbed bey
Z` using an optical potential.
25 An optical potential is also
used to absorb the part of the wave packet that has rea
i.e., for which the internuclear separation is larger than so
value r d . The wave packet is propagated using the split o
erator propagator,26 and analyzed using a formalism deve
oped by Balint-Kurtiet al.27–29 The wave function is repre
sented on grids inZ, r, x, and y using a direct product
discrete variable representation~DVR!30 with constant grid
spacingsDZ, Dr , Dx, andDy.
B. Treatment of the skewed surface unit cell
The skewed nature of the unit cell and, consequently,
use of nonorthogonal coordinates require special attent
Below we describe how to deal with a general skewed u
cell. Since the use of nonorthogonal coordinatesx andy does
not affect the description of rotation and vibration, we w
focus only on the translational coordinates. Part of the d
cussion pertaining to the description of crystal surfaces
be found in many books on Solid State Physics, for insta
Refs. 31 and 32.
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DownThe position vector of an atom in a crystal surface pla
with respect to an arbitrary originO, is given by
R5ps11qs2 , ~2!
wherep andq range through all integral values. The vecto
s1 ands2 generate the complete lattice of surface atoms
are the called the primitive vectors of a Bravais lattice.31,32
They can be chosen in many different ways. For surf
scattering calculations the most convenient choice is sh
in Fig. 2 for a~111! surface lattice of atoms.
Bloch’s theorem31,32 states that, in scattering of particle
from a crystal surface, only well defined parallel translatio
momentum states~diffraction states! are allowed due to the
periodicity of the surface. These diffraction states are clos
FIG. 2. A ~111! lattice consisting of atoms A is shown in the upper plot. T
angleg is the skewing angle, ands1 and s2 are the primitive vectors tha
span the surface unit cell~shaded area!. In the lower plot the reciproca
lattice and its primitive vectors are depicted. The lattice points of the re
rocal lattice correspond to wave vectorsK that are a solution of Eq.~3!. The
concentric hexagons indicate how diffraction order is defined for the~111!






related to the reciprocal lattice of the crystal surface~the
exact relation follows below!, which is the set of all wave
vectorsK that satisfy
exp~ iK•R!51, ~3!
for all R defined in Eq.~2!. Wave vectorsK satisfying Eq.
~3! describe plane waves that have the periodicity of
surface. It can be shown that the set of solutionsK of Eq. ~3!
also produces a Bravais lattice and can, therefore, be
pressed as
K5nk11mk2 , ~4!
wherek1 andk2 are primitive vectors of the reciprocal la
tice, andn andm range through all integral values. In Fig. 2
the reciprocal lattice corresponding to the~111! lattice is also
shown. The subscripts ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ donot imply thatk1 and
k2 lie along the same direction ass1 and s2 , respectively.
Only for a square or rectangular unit cell will this be th
case. The subscripts serve only a notational purpose.
Substituting Eqs.~2! and ~4! into Eq. ~3!, we obtain an
equation that must be identically satisfied forall p, q, n, and
m. This leads to the following four constraints onk i andsj :
k i•sj5d i j 2p l , ~5!
wherei and j can be 1 or 2,d i j is the Kronecker delta sym
bol, and l can be any integer value. By choosingl 51, a
particular choice of thek i is made. Solutions forlÞ1 will
yield k i85 lk i , i.e., the difference is only a multiplicative
constant. The choicel 51 then corresponds to vectorsk i that
are shortest in length.
Equation ~5! shows thatk1's2 and k2's1 . The other
two constraints define the length and direction ofk1 andk2 .
The parallel momentum of a diffraction state is then given
Knm
f 5K01nk11mk2 , ~6!
wheren and m again range through all integral values a
are called the diffraction quantum numbers. The vectorsK0
andK f represent the initial and final momentum parallel
the surface, respectively. The length ofk i is the minimum
amount of momentum that can be gained or lost in the dir













f is given by Eq.~6!, and the summation is ove
the diffraction channels~n,m!. The coefficientanm(Z) deter-
mines the contribution of diffraction state~n,m! to the scat-
tering wave function inZ. In expression~8!, r is a three-
dimensional coordinate vector, andR a vector that depend
on x and y only. To compute the inner product, the vecto
Knm
f and R are replaced by an appropriate representati
The obvious choice is to representR using the skewed coor
dinate system of Eq.~2!
-
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DownR5xŝ11yŝ2 , ~9!
where ŝ1 and ŝ2 are the unit vectors corresponding to t
primitive vectorss1 ands2 , respectively. The vectorKnm
f is





where k̂1 and k̂2 are the unit vectors corresponding to t
primitive vectorsk1 andk2 , respectively. The quantitiesK1
0
andK2
0 refer to the components of the initial momentumK0
along k̂1 and k̂2 , respectively. Using Eqs.~5!, ~7!, ~9!, and
~10!, expression~8! can be written as





anm~Z!exp@ i ~nDk1x1mDk2y!#, ~11!
whereDk152p/us1u and Dk252p/us2u. The term in front
of the summation describes a plane wave correspondin
the incoming particle, and is important in calculations f
off-normal incidence.33 The summation is over the diffrac
tion channels (n,m), and itsform is independent of the shap
of the unit cell. Therefore, a code that works for a~100! unit
cell can be very easily modified to also work for a~111! unit
cell.
In discussing the results the concept of diffraction ord
will often be used. For a square unit cell, the diffracti
orderP has sometimes been defined asP5unu1umu.34 Using
this definition, the first-order diffraction channels~1,0!,
~21,0!, ~0,1! and~0,21! correspond to a momentum chan
of one quantumDk. Looking at the reciprocal lattice, an
connecting the first-order diffraction channels, thePth dif-
fraction orders then consists of all diffraction channels on
Pth concentric square. For the~111! surface, we define the
diffraction order in a similar way, as shown in Fig. 2: Th
first-order diffraction channels correspond to a moment
changeDk. The Pth diffraction order then consists of a
diffraction channels on thePth concentric hexagon in Fig. 2
When we mention diffraction order in discussing our resu
below, this is the definition used, unless explicitly stated o
erwise.
C. The PES
The potential energy surface used in the calculations
four-dimensional interpolation of four 2D PESs obtain
from density-functional theory~DFT!. The DFT calculations
were based on the generalized gradient approxima
~GGA!17,18 and used a 3 layers slab representation19,35 of the
surface with a 232 unit cell.36 Relativistic effects, which are
important for Pt, are taken into account by the zero-or
regular approximation~ZORA!.37 Figure 3 shows these fou
2D PESs. Each 2D PES is a bicubic spline interpolant
between 50 and 60 DFT points. In the DFT calculations,
H2 molecule is always parallel to the surface. Its azimut
orientation varies withx andy. The top site PES correspond
to the coordinates (x50,y50) andf5120° ~see also Fig.
2!. The bridge site PES corresponds to coordinatesx
5L/2,y50) and f50°. The fcc PES site corresponds












the so-called t2f site, corresponds to (x5L/6,y5L/6) and
f5120°. The azimuthal anglef is defined with respect to
the x axis ~see Fig. 1!. The surface lattice constantL is the
distance between two neighboring Pt surface atomsL
55.24 bohr.
To obtain a 4D PES, the four 2D PESs are interpola
using an analytical expression for the 4D PES. The inter
lation assumesC6v symmetry, but the~111! face is in reality
only of C3v symmetry. For instance, the 2D PESs for t
hollow fcc sites and hcp sites are not equal. However, D
calculations for these sites show that assumingC6v symme-
try represents a reasonable approximation.36,38
The interpolation is done by use of the following an






















FIG. 3. Shown are four 2D PESs computed by DFT and used to constru
4D PES~Ref. 36!. The level spacing is 0.1 eV. Indicated in each plot is t
barrier heightEb and distance of the barrier to the surface,Zb . The mol-
ecule is always parallel to the surface. The azimuthal orientation of2
varies per site.e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Downloaded 24 Mar 2011TABLE I. List of input parameters and their values in the 4D calculation for dissociation ofv50 H2 at normal





Width j ~bohr! 1.453 0.847
Initial position Z0 10.25 8.75









sp , # grid points specular grid 144 same
Grid spacingDZ 0.15 same
Grid spacingDr 0.15 same
Lattice constantL 5.24 same
Time propagation
Size time stepDt 2.5 5.0
Number of time steps 12 000 6000
Optical potential inZ
Initial value of rangeZmin 6.80 same
Proportionality constantA2 0.0031 0.0037
RangeLO 6.45 same
Optical potential inr
Initial value of ranger min 4.15 same
Proportionality constantA2 0.021 0.0095
RangeLO 4.2 same
Other parameters



































Equations~13! define a set of four equations with fou
unknowns,ci(Z,r ). These can be obtained from the four 2
PESs calculated by DFT using simple algebra. A simple
version of Eq.~13! yields a PES with artificial oscillations
Fortunately, the artefacts only occur in the exit channel,
H–H separations much larger than found at the barrier
reaction, i.e., forr .3.0a0 . To avoid the occurrence of arti
ficial oscillations in the PES that may hamper the calculat
of reaction probabilities, we set the potential constant in
exit channel forr .3.0a0 according to
V2D~Z,r .3.0!5V2D~Z,r 53.0!. ~14!
To make sure that only the exit channel is affected
also use a switching function betweenZ52.5 and Z
53.0 bohr in the same way as was done previously for
3D PES.1 The 4D interpolation was then repeated by ag
solving for theci(Z,r ) in Eq. ~13!.
D. Computational details
Table I lists the relevant parameters used in the calc









energy rangeEi50.05– 0.45 eV, two wave packet calcula
tions were done for two separate energy ranges. This pr
dure is followed to avoid problems which could result fro
the interaction of low-translational energy components in
wave packet with the optical potential if only one broa
Gaussian initial wave packet would be used to coverEi
50.05– 0.45 eV for motion inZ.
Calculations were also done forv51 H2 for normal in-
cidence, and forv50 H2 for off-normal incidence. In these
calculations the only parameters that needed to be chang
order to obtain convergence relative to the values used
v50 H2 for normal incidence~Table I!, were the number of
points inx andy. For all off-normal incidence calculations
Nx5Ny536 was used. For initialv51 H2, Nx5Ny532
was needed.
The projection operator formalism39 was used to bring in
the initial wave packet on a separate, long one-dimensio
grid in order to be able to reduce the grid size inZ associated
with the large scattering basis set.
To investigate reaction, calculations were performed
Ei50.0533, 0.16, and 0.48 eV. To investigate diffractio
additional calculations were performed forEi50.0348 eV.
Probabilities>0.03 are converged to within 1% of the
absolute value. The convergence of probabilities smaller t
0.03 may not be as good but the absolute error is alw
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DownIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Calculations have been done for normal and off-norm
incidence. Results of calculations for normal incidence w
be presented and discussed in Sec. III A. Section III B
cuses on reaction for off-normal angles of incidence. In S
III C results of diffraction for off-normal angles of incidenc
are discussed. In Secs. III D and III E computational res
for reaction and diffraction are compared with experimen
A. Normal incidence
Figure 4~a! shows results of 4D calculations for diss
ciation of H2 on Pt~111!, for normal incidence. The result
are forv50 andv51 H2. At the lowest energy for which
results have been obtained (EZ50.05 eV) the reaction prob
ability is about 0.05, and it saturates for an energy of;0.40
eV, where the probability is almost 1. The dissociation
initial v51 H2 shows vibrational enhancement with respe
to v50. For the lowest energy the dissociation probabil
for v51 is enhanced by more than a factor 6. Such a la
vibrational enhancement is unexpected for the H21Pt(111)
system1 because it is an early barrier system. Vibration
enhancement is usually associated with late barrier syst
like H21Cu(100).
40,41 For these systems, as the molecu
FIG. 4. Reaction probabilities of 4D quantum dynamics calculations fov
50 andv51 H2 on Pt~111! are shown~a!. Results of the hole model ar
compared with the quantum results forv50, for both the 3D and 4D mode
~b!. Results are for normal incidence, and plotted as a function of the c










approaches the barrier, vibrational energy can be release
motion along the reaction path due to an increase of
reduced mass associated with the~vibrational! motion per-
pendicular to the reaction path.14 In an early barrier system
however, there is little change in the reduced mass as the2
approaches the barrier. Consequently, any vibrational
hancement found for an early barrier system must be du
some other mechanism. For H21Pt(111), vibrational energy
release is due to a decrease of the force constant assoc
with the H2 vibration as the molecule approaches t
barrier.1 The same mechanism is responsible for the vib
tional enhancement of reaction in the early barrier syst
H21Pd(100).
15 The same mechanism is also responsible
the efficient reaction ofv50 H2 at low energies. The heigh
of the lowest barrier of the 4D PES is 0.06 eV, found at t
top site. Yet for a collision energy of 0.05 eV we find alrea
a substantial reaction probability that cannot be entirely
tributed to tunneling. Instead, zero-point vibrational ener
is released in the same way as discussed forv51 and flows
towards other degrees of freedom, including motion alo
the reaction path.
Vibrational enhancement was not found in the seed
beam experiments of Luntzet al.11 However, as discussed i
Ref. 1, vibrational enhancement of reaction should be har
measure in seeded beam experiments if the reaction ov
50 has a very low threshold.
To contrast the 4D results with those of the 3
calculations,1 the 4D results forv50 are compared with
previous 3D results in Fig. 4~b!. Concentrating on thev50
results, the probability curves are seen to cross at a collis
energy of;0.12 eV. The origin of this crossing can be qua




2pA E Q~EZ2Eb~x,y!!dxdy, ~15!
whereA is the unit cell surface area, andEb(x,y) the barrier
height of a 2D cut with fixed lateral coordinates~x,y!. The
function Q is the Heavyside step function. The quanti
Pb(E) then measures the fraction of configuration space
is classically open for dissociation at a collision energyEZ .
Figure 4~b! also shows the results of a calculation ofPb(EZ)
for the 3D and 4D PESs used. The classical behavior is
dicated by the onset and saturation energies of the cur
which reflect the lowest and highest barrier towards disso
tion. At ;0.20 eV the curves cross. For energies below 0
eV, Pb
3D is higher thanPb
4D . For higher energies it is the
other way around. This indicates that up to a collision en
gies of 0.20 eV the fraction of the one-dimensional config
ration space inX open for dissociation in the 3D model i
larger than the fraction of the unit cell open for dissociati
in the 4D model at the same collision energy. Not surpr
ingly, the quantum results show a similar trend, the o
difference being the position of the crossing point, which
shifted towards lower energies due mostly to vibrational
ergy release as discussed above.
In Table II we present average barrier heights for the
and 4D model based on a weighted sum of the sites on w
the interpolation is based, each time including an extra sit
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Downincreasing order of barrier height. Using a classical appro
to reaction, in which reaction is possible for energies ab
the average barrier height, these average barrier heights
gest that for translational energies smaller than 0.21 eV,
3D model is likely to react better than the 4D model. F
translational energies larger than 0.24 eV, the 4D mode
more likely to react better. This shows that a simple ar
ment, based on weighted average barrier heights, can
rectly predict the presence of a crossing of the 3D and
quantum calculations.
The hole model analysis can also be used to mak
good choice for the parallel translational degree of freedox
in a model only treating one diffractive coordinate. Ifx is
taken alonĝ 112̄& ~as was done in Ref. 1!, both the lowest
barrier ~top site! and the highest barrier~fcc site! can be
sampled. This sampling cannot be realized ifx is taken along
the ^101̄& direction. Such a model would lead to a reacti
probability curve with a too small energy width.
B. Off-normal incidence: Reaction
Wave packet calculations for off-normal inciden
present a problem when it comes to comparison with exp
ment. In experiments usually results are obtained for a fi
angle of incidence. However, from the point of view of com
putational expense, it is much cheaper to obtain results f
fixed initial momentum parallel to the surface. One wa
packet calculation can provide results for a range of tran
tional energiesEZ normal to the surface, but only for on
initial parallel momentumK i . In such a calculation, the po
lar angles of incidenceu i sampled depend on the initial mo
mentaKZ , asu i5tan
21(Ki /KZ). ~Here,u i is measured with
respect to the surface normal such thatu i50 corresponds to
normal incidence.! However, the notion of one incidenc
angle to label the results of a set of calculations is useful




whereEi is the energy corresponding to the initial paral
momentumK i , andE0 the dynamical barrier height for nor
mal incidence.~The dynamical barrier height is defined
the translational energyEZ for which the dissociation prob
ability first becomes half its saturation value.! For the present
4D calculations,E050.160 eV forv50 @see Fig. 4~a!#. The
TABLE II. The first column gives the barrier heights of the sites included
the interpolation of the 3D and 4D PES. Also given are average ba
heights, Ēb for the 3D and 4D PES that represent the average over
barriers with an energy equal to and lower than the barrier height in
row, and obtained using the listed weights.
Site Eb ~eV!
3D 4D
Weight Ēb ~eV! Weight Ēb ~eV!
Top 0.06 1/6 0.06 1/12 0.06
t2f 0.20 1/3 0.15 1/2 0.18
Bridge 0.27 1/6 0.18 1/4 0.21
















angleq i and the initial parallel energyEi will be used for
labeling figures. IfEZ5E0 , then u i5q i . If EZ,E0 , u i
.q i , and if EZ.E0 , u i,q i .
Calculations were done for two incidence direction
^101̄& and^112̄&, and several initial parallel momenta corr
sponding to energiesEi50, 0.0533, 0.160, and 0.480 eV
The angleq i varies between 0° and 60°. The results a
presented in Fig. 5. Obviously, normal energy scaling is
obeyed, since parallel momentum has a large effect on
dissociation probability for both incidence directions. T
effect of increasing parallel momentum is largest for in
dence along thê112̄& direction. For both incidence direc
tions initial parallel momentum inhibits dissociation forEZ
up to ;0.20 eV. However, for incidence alonĝ101̄& and
Ei>0.16 eV, the dependence of the dissociation probab
on Ei is small. This is in contrast with incidence along^112̄&
where increasingEi beyond 0.16 eV still has a large effec
on the dissociation probability. For energiesEZ larger than
0.20 eV initial parallel momentum enhances dissociation
both directions, but for thê101̄& direction the effect is again
much less pronounced than for^112̄& for Ei>0.16 eV.
The effect of initial parallel momentum on the dissoci
FIG. 5. Reaction probabilities of 4D quantum dynamics calculations fov
50 H2 are shown for four initial parallel translational energies, for t
^101̄& and^112̄& incidence directions. The results are plotted as functions
the normal collision energyEZ . The angleq i corresponds to the actua
angle of incidenceu i if EZ5E0 , E0 being the dynamical barrier height o
v50 H2 for normal incidence (E050.16 eV).
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Downtion has been studied in detail by Darling and Holloway42
and Gross.43 They employed a model potential that cons
ered three molecular degrees of freedom: The center-of-m
distance from the surfaceZ, the inter-atomic distancer and
one lateral surface degree of freedomX. In their study the
effect of parallel momentum on dissociation was investiga
and discussed for an energetically corrugated PES~variation
of the barrier height but not of the distance of the barrier
the surface! and for a geometrically corrugated PES~varia-
tion of the barrier distance to the surface but not of
height!. As discussed by Darling and Holloway, the case
the energetically corrugated PES is most relevant to2
1Pt(111).42
It was found that for an energetically corrugated P
initial parallel momentum inhibits dissociation at low norm
translational energies42,43 and enhances it for high norma
translational energies.43
An explanation for the behavior observed in the lo
energy regime was first given by Darling and Holloway42
Briefly, the initial parallel momentum will tend to sweep th
molecule across the unit cell. Before it has had a chanc
dissociate over a low barrier site, it can encounter a h
barrier site from which it can be scattered back into the
phase. The higher its initial parallel momentum, the m
likely that it will encounter such a high barrier site, an
therefore, the smaller the probability of reaction. This eff
is largest at low normal translational energies. By increas
the translational energy normal to the surface, the molec
will spend less time in the interaction region and has,
average, a better chance to dissociate over a low barrier
before it encounters a high barrier. Of course, increasing
normal energy also helps increasing the reaction probab
because more sites become available for reaction.
Gross43 has also investigated the high energy regi
where parallel momentum is found to enhance react
Gross found that this occurs in a mechanism in which
molecule’s momentum is almost parallel to the surface in
minimum barrier regime. If it has enough parallel mome
tum, it is then able to climb up the maximum barrier~where,
strangely enough, most of the reaction occurs! because the
propagation direction and the potential gradient are alm
aligned.
As discussed by Darling and Holloway,42 a geometri-
cally corrugated PES leads to a different dependence o
action on initial parallel momentum. It is also possible tha
PES has both geometric and energetic corrugation. If
lowest barriers are furthest away from the surface@as is the
case for H21Pt(111)#, essentially the same behavior resu
as for a PES with pure energetic corrugation.42
As mentioned above, the effect ofEi on the reaction
probability is largest for thê112̄& incidence direction: For
this direction, increasingEi from 0.16 to 0.48 eV still has a
large effect on reaction. We will now discuss the origin
this more subtle effect. For this, we introduce the term ‘‘
action plane.’’ For each incidence direction, the react
plane is defined as the plane of incidence~parallel to the
incidence direction and perpendicular to the surface! which
includes the site with the lowest barrier in it. For H2





























low-collision energy, reaction will occur in or close to th
reaction plane associated with the incidence direction.
We will first discuss the low energy regime (EZ
,0.20 eV), in which the reaction dynamics will be dete
mined by the reaction plane. For incidence along the^101̄&
and ^112̄& directions, the reaction planes correspond to
vectors shown in Fig. 5. In thê101̄& reaction plane, the
minimum barrier height is 0.06 eV~top site! and the maxi-
mum barrier height is 0.27 eV~bridge site!. Taking into ac-
count the zero-point energy~ZPE! release for initialv50,
the ZPE-corrected barrier heights are 0.04 and 0.21
respectively.1 In the ^112̄& direction the minimum barrier
height is 0.06 eV~top site! and the maximum barrier heigh
0.42 eV~fcc site!. The ZPE-corrected barrier heights are 0.
and 0.34 eV, respectively. The difference between the m
mum and maximum ZPE-corrected barrier height in the
action plane is indicative of the strength of the energe
corrugation. Let us call this differenceEcorg. Then, as long
as the parallel energyEi,Ecorg, we are in the hindering
regime. In the^101̄& reaction planeEcorg50.17 eV, com-
pared to 0.30 eV in thê112̄& reaction plane, indicating tha
the energetic corrugation is much larger in the^112̄& reaction
plane than in thê101̄& reaction plane. This is why there i
almost no difference in the reaction probability curves
incidence along thê101̄& direction in Fig. 5 forEi50.16
and Ei50.48 eV. Along thê 101̄& direction, a parallel en-
ergy of 0.16 eV is almost enough for the molecule to mo
undisturbed in the reaction plane once it has climbed up
minimum energy barrier. On the other hand, for the^112̄&
incidence direction, reaction is expected to change up to
tial parallel energies of 0.30 eV, and this is why we still fin
large differences between the results forEi50.16 andEi
50.48 eV.
The differences between the behavior observed in
high-energy regime for̂101̄& and^112̄& can be explained in
an analogous way. The greater theEcorg, the greater the
range ofEi for which increasedEi will help reaction. This
explains the larger differences between the reaction proba
i y curves associated withEi50.16 andEi50.48 eV that is
observed for thê112̄& direction.
C. Off-normal incidence: Diffraction
The diffraction probabilities show interesting featur
that might be confirmed in experiment. In Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!
the probability of diffraction into diffraction orderP is
shown forP50 – 3, for both incidence directions and an in
tial parallel translational energyEi50.48 eV. There is a
striking difference in diffraction between the two inciden
directions. For incidence along the less corrugated^101̄& di-
rection @Fig. 6~b!#, diffraction into the first-order diffraction
is a much more efficient process than for incidence along
more corrugated̂112̄& direction, where specular reflectio
dominates for lowEZ @Fig. 6~a!#. The first diffraction order
consists of six diffraction channels:~21,21!, ~21,0!, ~0,
21!, ~0,1!, ~1,0!, and ~1,1! ~see Fig. 2!. Also shown in Fig.
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Downinto the equivalent (0,2m) and (0,m) diffraction channels,
that belong to themth diffraction order, and in which the
change of parallel momentum is perpendicular to the pl
of incidence. For each diffraction order, almost all probab
ity goes into these two out-of-plane diffraction channe
Therefore, the increased first order diffraction observed
incidence along the less corrugated^101̄& direction is due to
increased out-of-plane diffraction. For incidence along
^112̄& direction the summed probability of diffraction int
the ~0,21! and ~21,0! channels is also plotted. Up toEZ
50.15 eV, almost all first-order diffraction is into these tw
channels. For higherEZ , the~1,0! and~0,1! diffraction chan-
nels dominate~not shown!.
To understand the difference in diffraction between
two incidence directions, and the origin of the strong out-
plane diffraction for incidence alonĝ101̄&, the barrier
height and barrier distanceZ to the surface are plotted as
function of the position within the unit cell in Fig. 7.~The
assumption implicit in presenting Fig. 7 is that the poten
will depend strongly onx andy in the vicinity of the reaction
barrier, so that the corrugation associated with the bar
will be the most important feature of the PES affecting t
FIG. 6. Shown are the probabilities for diffraction into the zeroth to th
diffraction order, for incidence along thê112̄& ~a! and ^101̄& ~b! direction.
The initial parallel energyEi50.48 eV. Also, for thê101̄& incidence direc-
tion, the summed probability is plotted for diffraction into the diffractio
channels (0,m) and (0,2m), that belong to themth diffraction order and
correspond to out-of-plane diffraction. For the^112̄& incidence direction, we
also show the sum of the probabilities for diffraction into the~0,21! and









diffraction.! Figure 7 presents a square representation of
diamond shaped~111! unit cell. The sides of the square an
the diagonal from the lower right to the upper left corner a
all equivalent, and correspond to the^101̄& direction. The
diagonal from the lower left to the upper right corner corr
sponds to the^112̄& direction. All first-order diffraction
channels indicated in Fig. 2 correspond to a change of
allel momentum in a direction that is equivalent with th
^112̄& incidence direction.
In a ^112̄& reaction plane the energetic and geomet
corrugation are strongest, both the barrier height and loca
showing maximum variation. Therefore, based purely on
strong corrugation along this direction, an incident molec
would be expected to experience the strongest diffrac
into a ^112̄& direction, i.e., with the change of the parall
momentum being in a direction of strongest corrugation,
gardless of the direction of incidence. This is consistent w
our finding that, for incidence along the^101̄& direction, ef-
ficient diffraction occurs into the (0,2m) and (0,m) diffrac-
tion channels, which correspond to diffraction into a^112̄&
direction @see Fig. 6~b!#.
FIG. 7. Contour plots of the barrier height in eV~upper! and distance of the
barrier to the surface in bohr~lower! are shown as functions ofx and y
within the surface unit cell. They correspond to the energetic and geom
corrugation, respectively. Indicated in each plot are the^101̄& and ^112̄&
incidence directions. Note that the coordinate axes are taken orthog
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DownFrom a point of view of strong corrugation alone, f
incidence along thê112̄& direction, first-order in-plane dif-
fraction is then expected to occur with large probabilitie
But the other four first-order diffraction channels are a
expected to occur with a high efficiency. However, Fig. 6~a!
demonstrates that first-order diffraction is almost entir
into the out-of-plane~21,0! and~0,21! channels. The ques
tion then is: Why is diffraction into these out-of-plane cha
nels so much more efficient than in-plane diffraction? T
can be understood if one assumes that the diffraction p
ability is inversely proportional to the energy transferred44
The energy transferred in first-order in-plane diffracti
equals (2uK0uDk1Dk2)/2m. Here, Dk52p/(L sing), and
is the minimum amount of momentum that can be gained
lost during the interaction with surface. This express
shows that the energy that needs to be transferred depen
the initial momentumuK0u: The largeruK0u, the more energy
needs to be transferred, and the smaller the in-plane diff
tion probabilities will be. The validity of this assumption
demonstrated in Fig. 8. Shown is the ratio of the sum
in-plane forward and in-plane backward first order diffra
tion to specular reflection, for three initial parallel energi
Clearly, by increasingEi , and therefore,uK0u the probability
for in-plane diffraction decreases, showing that the diffra
tion probability is indeed inversely proportional to the ener
transferred. However, this is only true forEZ upto 0.16 eV.
For higherEZ , the above assumption is no longer valid.
The above analysis shows that one cannot use an a
ment based on corrugation alone to predict that diffract
will predominantly occur in a particular direction. Just
important is the amount of energy that is transferred in
process.
We can now also understand why, for lowEZ , diffrac-
tion occurs almost exclusively into the out-of-plane~21,0!
and~0,21! channels, for incidence along the^112̄& direction
@Fig. 6~a!#. The energy difference associated with a transit
to these channels equals (uK0uDk2Dk2)/2m, and is much
smaller than the energy difference associated with in-pl
diffraction. However, the energy difference associated w
FIG. 8. Plotted is the ratio of first-order in-plane diffraction to specu
reflection, for incidence along thê112̄& direction. The ratio is plotted as a
function of the normal collision energyEZ , for three different initial parallel



















diffraction into the other two out-of-plan channels,~0 1! and
~1,0! is the same, except that in the latter case energ
transferred from motion inZ to motion parallel to the sur-
face, whereas in the former case energy is transferred f
parallel motion to motion inZ. It is more likely that, for low
EZ , energy will flow from parallel motion, in which a lot o
energy is available (Ei50.48 eV), to motion inZ, where
little energy is available. This explains why the~1,0! and
~0,1! diffraction channels are not important at lowEZ but
only at high EZ when there is enough energy available
motion in Z.
For incidence along thê101̄& direction and diffraction
into the out-of-plane~0,1! and ~0,21! diffraction channels,
the momentum change is perpendicular to the direction
initial motion. The energy change associated with these
fraction channels is small, being equal toDk2/2m, and inde-
pendent of the initial parallel momentumK0. The other four
first order diffraction channels, all have a momentum co
ponent~anti-!parallel to the direction of initial motion~see
Fig. 2!. The energy change associated with transitions
these channels, therefore, involves a term dependent onuK0u,
and with uK0u being quite large (Ei50.48 eV), the extra
energy needed explains why these channels contribute
most nothing to the total first-order diffraction@Fig. 6~b!#.
One of the most important observations forEi
50.48 eV is that, for both incidence directions, in-plane d
fraction~which is the diffraction that was observed in expe
ment! is unimportant compared to out-of-plane diffractio
The other important observation is that, for the^112̄& inci-
dence direction, specular reflection is much more import
than first-order diffraction, because for all six first order d
fraction channels, the corresponding momentum cha
has a component along the incidence direction, leading
large energy gap for diffraction into these channels, atEi
50.48 eV.
For Ei50.16 eV, the results are very similar to those
Ei50.48 eV. Even forEi50.0533 eV, there is a clear pre
erence for the first-order out-of-plane diffraction into th
~0,21! and~0,1! diffraction channels for incidence along th
^101̄& direction. However, for incidence along the^112̄&
direction andEi50.0533 eV, diffraction into the out-of-
plane ~21,0! and ~0,21! diffraction channels is far more
efficient than forEi50.48 eV, and the total probability o
first order diffraction is larger than specular reflection, f
EZ,0.16 eV.
D. Comparison with experiment: Reaction
In Fig. 9 the computed dissociation probability is com
pared with molecular beam results of Luntzet al.11 for D2 .
The computed reaction probability is plotted as a function
the total incidence energyEi for different initial parallel mo-
menta of H2 along the^101̄& direction. The incidence direc
tion used in the experiment is not known. This probably do
not hinder the comparison to experiment: The reaction pr
abilities computed do not differ much forq i50°, 30°, and
45° and the two incidence directions we considered; only
q i560° large differences were calculated. The sticki
probabilities of Luntzet al.were also presented as a functio
r
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Downof the total incidence energyEi , but for fixed polar angles o
incidenceu i . From their data we extracted combinations
Ei andu i that correspond to combinations ofEZ andEi ~or
q i! in our calculations. Note that comparing our theoreti
data for H2 with experimental data for D2 should be justified:
Luntz et al. could not detect a measurable isotope effect
their experiments on reaction of H2 and D2 on Pt~111!.
The comparison shows that the onset of the reac
probabilities agrees quite well with experiment, but that
higher energies the 4D calculation predicts much higher
action probabilities. The same conclusions were drawn
the 3D calculations.1 In both the previous 3D and the prese
4D calculations, the molecule is fixed in its most favorab
orientation for dissociation, namely the parallel orientatio
This explains the agreement for energies just above the o
energy. Including rotation is expected to reduce the proba
ity for higher energies due to the presence of unfavora
molecular orientations.
E. Comparison with experiment: Diffraction
In experiments by Cowinet al.12 on rotational inelastic
scattering of HD from Pt~111! a very small probability of
first order in-plane diffraction was found. Their conclusio
was that the HD1Pt(111) potential is only very weakly cor
rugated. Yet, Luntzet al.11 found that normal energy scalin
was not obeyed, suggesting a rather corrugated potential.
conclusions by Luntz are supported by the PES calcula
from DFT36,38 and the results of calculations for reactio
probabilities presented in Fig. 5. Figure 10 also shows
culated probabilities of specular reflection and first order
plane forward and in-plane backward diffraction, into t
~2,1! and ~22,21! diffraction channels, respectively.~Al-
though these diffraction channels are of second order acc
ing to our definition, as illustrated in Fig. 2, they correspo
to the lowest order in-plane diffraction channels, and
therefore, referred to as first-order in-plane diffraction ch
nels by experimentalists.! The molecule is incident along th
^101̄& direction with an initial parallel translation energ
equal to 0.0348 eV (q i525°). For this energy, the exper
FIG. 9. Results of 4D quantum calculations for normal and off-norm
incidence are compared with experimental results by Luntzet al. for D2


















mental conditions of Cowinet al. for the ^101̄& incidence
direction (u i535°,Ei5109 meV) are almost exactly repro
duced at the normal energy indicated by the arrow below
x axis. Although Cowin repeated the experiment for anglesu i
ranging from 20° to 85°, only foru i535° results were
shown in a detailed plot~see Fig. 3 of Ref. 12!. In disagree-
ment with the experiment, the amount of diffraction into t
~22,21! channel is still fairly large when compared to th
specular channel.
For normal energies below the energy used by Cow
et al. in Fig. 10, the ratio of specular scattering to th
~22,21! diffraction channel increases quite rapidly. For i
stance, lowering the normal energy from 0.07 to 0.05
~which corresponds to an increase ofu i from 35° to 40°!
leads to a large increase in this ratio~from 2.3 to 7.5!. These
normal energies correspond to the onset of reaction. In
regime, the diffraction and reaction are going to be qu
sensitive to the rotations of the molecule. For instance,
to orientational averaging over the potential a molecule
proaching inj 50 would be able to come less close to t
surface at these energies, resulting in less reaction and
fraction. Therefore, we would expect to see a higher ratio
specular scattering to in-plane diffraction in 6D calculatio
performed for off-normal incidence, in better agreement w
experiment. The sensitivity of the ratio~specular scattering
lowest order in-plane diffraction! to normal incidence energy
which is here observed at the onset of reaction, suggests
quantity to be a sensitive probe of the minimum barr
height.
For an incidence angleu i545° and a total incidence
energy Ei5111 meV, Cowinet al.
12 found that the ratio
~specular reflection/lowest order in-plane diffraction! is
about 100 for thê101̄& direction, and about 10 for thê112̄&
incidence direction. Under these conditions the initial par
lel energy and normal energy are both equal to 55.5 m
making a quantitative comparison with our calculation f
l FIG. 10. In-plane diffraction probabilities for the lowest order forward~2,1!
and backward~22,21! diffraction channels are compared with the specu
scattering probability. For a normal collision energyEZ'0.07 eV ~arrow
below axis!, the experimental conditions of Cowinet al. ~Ref. 12! are al-
most exactly reproduced. Also plotted is the out-of-plane diffraction pr
ability for diffraction into the ~0,1! channel, which is equivalent to the
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Downq i530° (Ei553.3 meV) possible. For thê101̄& direction
we find a computed ratio of about 18, and for the^112̄&
incidence direction about 6.~These numbers were obtaine
by interpolating the computed ratios for 0.05 and 0.06 e!
The computed ratio for thê101̄& direction is too small by a
factor 5.5. However, in a 6D calculation, this ratio is e
pected to increase as indicated above. For the^112̄& direc-
tion the computed ratio is already in reasonable agreem
with the experimental ratio~6 versus 10!.
By correcting for the Debye–Waller attenuation a
geometrical losses, Cowinet al.12 obtained absolute rota
tional excitation probabilities for zero-order diffraction
Summing the rotationally~in!elastic zero-order diffraction
probabilities, they found that the summed probability cou
not account for all the probability. For instance, for inciden
along the ^101̄& direction, andu i535° and 45°, andEi
5109 and 110 meV, they found a summed probability
0.257 and 0.281, respectively. These conditions are~ lmost!
reproduced by our calculations forq i equal to 25° and 30°
We find a zero-order diffraction probability of 0.088 an
0.34, respectively. Cowinet al. tried to account for the miss
ing probability by estimating the total nonzero-order diffra
tion probability, assuming that diffraction is roughly ind
pendent of the incidence direction. This assumption led th
to conclude that nonzero-order diffraction is only about o
third of the zero-order diffraction, suggesting that nonze
order diffraction could not account for the missin
probability.12 However, our calculations show that for th
^101̄& incidence direction, the nonzero-order diffractio
probability is 0.87 foru i535°, and 0.57 foru i545°. First
order in-plane diffraction is responsible for only a small fra
tion, ,5%, of the total probability, suggesting that out-o
plane diffraction is responsible for much of the missing pro
ability observed by Cowinet al., and much more importan
than suggested by them.12
As already explained, at off-normal incidence out-o
plane diffraction is much more important than in-plane d
fraction. At the energy and polar angle of incidence (u i
535°,Ei5109 meV) for which Cowinet al. provided a plot
of their results, out-of-plane diffraction is quite efficien
This is also shown in Fig. 10, by plotting the~0,1! probabil-
ity for diffraction perpendicular to the plane of incidenc
The total probability for first-order diffraction~6 out-of-
plane channels! is 0.50 at the experimental conditions
Cowin et al., and the total probability for second-order di
fraction ~12 channels! is 0.25@compared to 0.038 for the two
in-plane diffraction channels, of which the~2,1! channel is
closed at these conditions#. For normal incidence, the tota
first-order diffraction probability is only 0.031 at the sam
normal collision energyEZ , suggesting that it is the hinde
ing of reaction by initial parallel motion that leads to th
large amount of out-of-plane diffraction here observed.
Our previous 3D calculations for off-normal incidenc
along ^112̄& showed very large probabilities for first orde
in-plane diffraction~larger than for specular scattering! at the
experimental conditions of Cowinet al. Our present 4D cal-
culations show that the ratio~specular scattering/lowest orde








out-of-plane diffraction. We believe this represents an imp
tant piece of the puzzle posed by the paradox presente
the experimental results for reaction and diffraction. Part
the reason that the surface seems flat in experiments on
fraction is that the experiments performed so far could o
observe in plane diffraction, and not the substantial out-
plane diffraction here predicted. This substantial out-of-pla
diffraction is proof of a corrugated surface, as is the obs
vation that reaction does not obey normal energy scaling
found in the experiments of Luntzet al.11 We expect that the
other pieces of the puzzle have to do with rotational effe
~as will be probed in the 6D calculations we are performin!,
and possibly with the fact that Cowinet al. looked at scat-
tering of HD whereas we model scattering of H2 .
The above analysis clearly suggests that the ratio~specu-
lar scattering/lowest order in-plane diffraction! is not a reli-
able quantity for assessing the amount of corrugation of
H21Pt(111) system. Both incidence directions here cons
ered have disadvantages for obtaining insight in the amo
of corrugation by looking at in-plane diffraction. The^101̄&
direction is the least corrugated direction, and the low
order in-plane diffraction channels are of order 2~see Fig. 2!,
requiring a larger momentum transfer. Both factors are un
vorable for diffraction. In addition, for incidence along th
^101̄& direction, out-of-plane diffraction along the^112̄& di-
rection can be expected~and is seen! to out-compete the
in-plane diffraction. Thê 112̄& direction should be most fa
vorable for observing diffraction, because it is the most c
rugated direction, and the lowest order in-plane diffracti
channels are of order 1~see Fig. 2!. Nevertheless, even fo
this direction we compute much more out-of-plane diffra
tion than in-plane diffraction, suggesting that experime
which only measure in-plane diffraction can only provid
limited information on the corrugation of the PES for H2
1Pt(111).
In summary, to prove the corrugated nature of the2
1Pt(111) PES in a diffraction experiment, one should co
sider incidence along thê101̄& direction and measure th
first order out-of-plane diffraction channels that correspo
to a momentum change perpendicular to the incidence di
tion. Our results show that for collision energies 0.05
,EZ,0.125 eV, and for angles of incidenceu i>35°, first
order out-of-plane diffraction into the~0,1! and~0,21! chan-
nels occurs with large probabilities, and are much more
portant than in-plane diffraction. It should be possible
measure out-of-plane diffraction for such conditions us
existing experimental techniques.45–47
IV. CONCLUSION
A time-dependent wave packet~TDWP! method has
been used to study the dissociative and diffractive scatte
of H2 from Pt~111! within a four-dimensional~4D! model.
The work presented here is an extension of earlier, thr
dimensional calculations on the same system.1 An important
motivation for this research is a paradox concerning
degree of corrugation of the potential energy surface~PES!
and its effect on dissociation and diffraction. Molecular bea
experiments looking at reaction (H2 ,D21Pt(111))
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Downand rotationally inelastic and diffractive scatterin
(HD1Pt(111))12 came to opposite conclusions regarding t
amount of corrugation of the PES.
In the 4D calculations the molecule is kept parallel to t
surface, and has freedom in motion normal to the surface
the internuclear distance and in two directions parallel to
surface. A 4D PES is used that is the result of an interpo
tion of four 2D PESs. Each 2D PES is calculated w
density-functional theory~DFT!, using the generalized gra
dient approximation~GGA! and a slab representation of th
surface.36
As summarized below, the 4D calculations offer impo
tant new insights in the diffraction of H2 on Pt~111!. How-
ever, the results of the 4D calculations do not alter any of
major conclusions from previous 3D calculations concern
reaction. We again find a large vibrational enhancemen
reaction forv51 H2 compared withv50 H2, which is not
due to a reduced mass14 effect, all barriers being early, but t
a decrease of the force constant of the H2 vibration as the
molecule approaches the barrier.1,15
Calculations have also been done for various incide
angles and two incidence directions. The results show
normal energy scaling is not obeyed, in agreement w
experiment.11 The effect of initial parallel momentum de
pends on the translational energy normal to the surfaceEZ .
For low EZ parallel momentum inhibits dissociation which
due to the molecules scattering off high barriers as t
move parallel to the surface.42,43The higher the initial paral-
lel momentum, the more likely that the molecule will e
counter a high barrier and scatter back into the gas phas
new result of the 4D calculations is that the more corruga
the potential is along a specific incidence direction, the lar
the range of initial parallel momentum is for which reacti
continues to be hindered, at low normal energies.
A quantitative comparison of the 4D computed react
probability with previous 3D results show good agreem
between 4D and 3D. At low energies the 4D reaction pr
ability is somewhat lower than in 3D, and at high energ
the 4D model is more reactive. These differences can
understood qualitatively by using a hole model analysis. T
3D model is more reactive at low energies because the l
est barrier site has a higher statistical weight in 3D, and
less reactive at high energies because the highest barrie
also has a higher statistical weight in the 3D model.
A comparison was made with experimental results. T
dissociation onset is, as for the 3D model, in good agreem
with experiment. For higher energies, though, there is a la
discrepancy between theory and experiment. This is not
expected because in the 4D calculations the molecule is
ways parallel to the surface. Including rotation is expected
lead to smaller reaction probabilities due to the presenc
unfavorable orientations.
Molecular beam experiments by Cowinet al.12 for off-
normal angles of incidence ranging from 25 to 80 degr
from the normal and total energies of about 110 meV sh
very little in-plane diffraction, suggesting that the H2
1Pt(111) PES is rather flat. The present 4D calculations
which an additional degree of freedom for parallel moti

































eling only one diffractive degree of freedom, show that,
off-normal incidence along thê101̄& incidence direction,
out-of-plane diffraction~which the experiments did not loo
at! is much more important than in-plane diffraction. Com
petition with out-of-plane diffraction leads to a large d
crease of in-plane diffraction. This sheds new light on t
paradox posed by previous experiments on reaction of H2 on
Pt~111! and scattering of HD from Pt~111!. The scattering
experiments failed to observe evidence for the corrugation
the surface~as also presented by the experiments on re
tion! because they failed to observe out-of-plane diffractio
in which the corrugation should be most manifest. Our
sults suggest that proof of the corrugation of the2
1Pt(111) system can be found in first order out-of-pla
diffraction for incidence along thê101̄& direction. In that
case one must look at the first-order diffraction channels
correspond to a momentum change perpendicular to the
cidence direction. These channels occur with probabilit
much larger than in-plane diffraction. If the experiments th
we propose confirm our predictions, they will show that t
paradox alluded to above is in fact a false contradiction: T
scattering experiments failed to find proof of the corrugat
of the surface because out-of-plane diffraction was not c
sidered.
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